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Sculptures Garden Unity HiGS teufelsberg berlin The nature of reason; artistically
connected with the reason of nature. I cordially invite you; Seconds, minutes or even
hours, enjoy your precious time, far away from consumption, here in the HiGS Berlin High
Garden of sculptures. I am a subject and belong to the human family, as do you.

Sculptures Garden Unity HiGS teufelsberg berlin Mané Wunderlich Floor Sculpture Old
Wood Island UnityBig On an area of the 50,000 m² private grounds, visitors can admire
outdoor art and the Teufelsberg Berlin radar station. Here you will find one of the largest
street art galleries in the world; designed by international artists of the street art scene.
Images reach sizes of up to 270 m². Artworks, installations and sculptures by Mané
Wunderlich create another world on the property. Art is free.
The natural orientation of the Sculpture Garden (HiGS) takes into account the openness
and transparency of the buildings and the surrounding area. On display are sculptures

and installations, such as floor sculptures "UnityBig", "Floor Sculptures 0 and 1", "In
Germany Brodelts" "Wäldchen 2021 – Ausgegrenzt"; «The Dragon, »The Blue Bee, the
installations "Denk & Zeit", "Im Rahmen der Dauerwelle", "Ein oﬀene Schrank – Wo führt
das hin" and much more need to be explored.
You are invited to constantly change the viewer's perspective to discover new things, to
look closely, to understand details, to always stay on the lookout and in motion. I
encourage you to explore and you will be unsorted, that's fine. There is also a one here,
but with an important meaning that comes on an equal footing with zero. The sculptures
are embedded in nature, artistically linked to the reason of nature. They were artistically
connected to nature with reason, much now has its place.
Visual axes have been unconsciously created; feelings and memories are awakened. Get
your individuality, use your personal freedom, later enjoy the grove 2021 – Excluded or G
further, how cool. In the Sculpture Garden (HiGS), suggestions have been created that
need to be discovered. It's about the behind, before, above, below or just to conjure up a
smile again; far away and yet so close.

Mané Wunderlich THE DRAGON – looking sharply at the entrance of the HiGS
Now let's stroll a little. The dragon at the entrance, the master of all elements such as fire,
water, air and earth. Along the way to the HiGS (High Garden of Sculptures), the path is

lined with sculptures made of stone and mixed materials, finds of the site, newly formed.
The path leads straight to HiGS Platz.
On the HiGS square, an installation (approx. 15 m x. 3.50 x 3.50 m) with the title "In the
context of the perm" was created, various topics are and have already been presented.
For example, "The election oﬃce is closed or open for a longer period of time" in 2020
and currently "Human dignity is inviolable, birds fly" in 2021. A monumental work, a floor
sculpture made of reclaimed wood, "UnityBig", the diﬀerence that unites us, leaning on
the hill.

Photo: Mané Wunderlich "UnityBig" Berlin Teufelsberg – Bird's eye view The well-known
sign "Unity" represents a peaceful symbiosis of Berlin's landmarks: "Radio and
TELEVISION Tower, Brandenburg Gate and the Reichstag dome, as a unifying sign in the
world. Another universal idea of unity. You are asked to add a branch, so it will stay
longer. The large floor sculpture stands for the union of opposites and heralds a new
beginning.
Vis á vis oﬀers a seating area, made in the form of a stage, your performance; lined with
clocks, the installation "DENK & ZEIT". In the dome of the floor sculpture "UnityBig" there
is a seating area. On the way up; a bear squats, waiting, placed next to the lettering
UNITY made of stones. The ascent is possible from fairytale square.

Photo: Mané Wunderlich "UnityBig" Berlin Teufelsberg
Looking towards the fairytale square, you can already see the sculpture "Yes & No", the
way there is lined with stone sculptures, "The Duck" or "IT-The Man".

Mané Wunderlich Stone Sculptures: THE DUCK and IT THE HUMAN BEING
On the Märchen Platz are the installation "Award of the Storytellers Visiting? No. It is your
home"; the project "Wäldchen 2021- Ausgegrenzt", the installations "open oﬃce" and
boat tour, the floor sculpture "Mann mit Hut", the sculptures "Ja & Nein", "Vogelstrauß",
"Pilzpaar", etc.m.

Mané Wunderlich – Fairytale Square at HiGS Here you can think for yourself and not pass
on the quotes of others. Make your own experiences, this is expressly desired in the
name of art, go for a walk with an open eye. Thoughts are free. Discover.

Mané Wunderlich – Fairytale Square at HiGS Discover the old wood islands, floor
sculpture 0Wunderlich and 1Wunderlich. "0Wunderlich" a part of the HiGS on the
teufelsberg Berlin. "Zero" is the diﬀerence between two identical numbers, considered to
be the same object that combines diﬀerent compatible properties. Included in the HiGS
as a neutral element – the only real number that is neither positive nor negative.
Complemented by a pair of gloves in the middle and a gesture to implement digitization.
The natural installation "1Wunderlich" announces the beginning. The number "one" is the
sign of unity and unity. Far away as the largest digit of the dual system, a reclaimed wood
island was created next to the "0Wunderlich". The artifact is 1zig-like and true –
embedded in nature – in the HiGS. A work of art in the context of digitality, without 0 and
1 nothing works. Here you are not visiting, you are also at home here. A thought, think
freely, think for yourself. Cultural workers, cultural workers No! here you hide the outside
world. Red-redGreen pinkinks... there is no limited space and no frame, just open to
EVERYONE.
Humanity must survive. Is the majority wrong? Reason and foresight. Find your potentials
unfold them, live, you are human. Understand you are wanted, otherwise you would not
be here, you yourself are a living being. We are a human family. Nice that you read this or
are just here. Welcome. Look up here all out on one of the highest places in Berlin.
Started years ago to make a symbolic beginning, for a company "UnityBig 2032", to
organize the life of humanity within the destroyed human society, and to begin a positive
future in this context. The installation "OfenWunderlich" in Germany brodelts, 2016, an
open oﬃce – take care, 2016, half a boat – "Boat tour" 2021, stranded, "The blue bee" –
the sting of the thought, "an open cabinet – where does it lead".
A lot happens at the same time in dependence – construction, and degradation, both.
Since every single monument consists of a living part, the constantly changing being tree,
and a part, i.e. a shape, mass, size, weight. The human catalogue of values seems to be

approaching that of the animals with which we have the survival instinct in common.
Factory farming, especially cage keeping, is being abolished, and now humans? Animals,
trees, everything is disenfranchised. I want to make these trees, these animals and also
humans legally capable again. They are disenfranchised. You know this very well, that you
are disenfranchised. I regarded trees as essential subjects, like people who now only find
themselves viewed as objects that seem to lack rights or are simply deleted.

Mané Wunderlich High Garden of Sculptures (HIGS) teufelsberg berlin The "Wäldchen
2021 – Ausgegrenzt" oﬀers itself to think these thoughts further or at least to process
them. Art is the only force that achieves social change only through human creativity,
think. My wish, take your personal responsibility again and think along, in the here and
now. The space for these things is open. Connect here, which for me is real and real life.
You are at home, in nature. We remain beings subject to nature, the nature of reason. But
the more artificial intelligence we create, the more natural ones we seem to sacrifice.
Think about why buy a piece of clothing when you can own a work of art. Maybe redesign
a used part and keep it in circulation or give it away... oh yes, go for a walk; prolongs your
life.

"Wäldchen 2021 – Excluded" HiGS

Mané Wunderlich, Installation "Cognitive Dissonance", HiGS HIGH GARDEN OF
SCULPTURES, Materials: (textiles, stone, wood, reinforcing iron (probation steel), finemeshed wire fence, earth, linen, cotton and wool, horsehair, wire, parts of an umbrella),
three figures and a bird 2022... and one more thing comes to mind. We will experience the
lucky surprise. We breathe.

Yes, even if it contradicts each other. There are two beliefs. It is a picture, perhaps a
worldview; recognize, check for yourself and create your beautiful picture. You come out
of there again, I'm/are/are safe... Along the path at the end of the HiGS past the loop, the
double forest spirit with the vocabulary – love, art and humor – the rooted butterfly on the
trunk; hahahaha, a crocodile at the exit; resting and still – without eﬀect.

Mané Wunderlich, "Das Krokodil", HiGS – HIGH GARDEN OF SCULPTURES teufelsberg
berlin, Materials: (top earth, sand, stones, wood, marble), 2022
However, wide awake and observes everything that happens in his environment. Satisfied
with what life oﬀers. Calm and confident in the knowledge that it will get what it needs.
Independently relying only on yourself and your abilities. Replenishing physical and
mental energies through inactivity before the reserves are totally depleted. Never totally
exhausting. To be in balance and in harmony with oneself; not to be disturbed by anything
or anyone. Motto: "Live and let live". Everyone is a crocodile. On!... to the "base plate";
Confusion desired. One more round. Access from Fairytale Square, past the installation
"open oﬃce" Down the hill at the couch 🙂 The star is you, life is sacred. The existing
forms a unity. Here peaceful, happy and free.

Mané Wunderlich, "MISCHWESEN", HiGS – HIGH GARDEN OF SCULPTURES
teufelsberg berlin, Materials: (top earth, sand, stones, wood, vine, plastic cable covers),
2022 Maybe they are puzzle pictures? They show several, usually two, diﬀerent images in
one. They are mixed beings. The sovereignty of interpretation lies with you. It could also
be: "I see something you don't see." Sculptures have been created here, the content of
which changes with the changed position of the viewer. Move. The desire for ambiguity is
always fascinating, as well as the blurring.
It's your day, up here – teufelsberg berlin. Unity- The diﬀerence that unites us. WKU
(WHIMSICAL ART TRAIL UNITY) After visiting the listening station, you can then walk or
walk along the WKU (WUNDERLICHE KUNSTPFAD UNITY) five times a week for 30
minutes each. Open 24/7. Outside the premises of the former listening station or spy
station. The individual sculptures are staged within the location – it allows a play with the
viewer's perspective. The artist Mané Wunderlich has literally embedded his floor
sculptures in nature, so that the structure and structure, nature and essence of the
respective sculptures can be understood as a paradigm for the infinite actual and
idealistic space. Nature as value, interaction and the interactions of the various elements
in the forest ecosystem, values with which humans must handle carefully.
Below are a few motivations for exercise
* reduces the risk of glaucoma, sharpens foresight*

* stimulates the release of endorphins*
* Stress and fatigue over after just ten minutes*
* strengthens your immune system*
* halves your risk of Alzheimer's*
* improves your heart health and lowers high blood pressure*
* reduces your risk of diabetes*
* strengthens your muscles, makes your joints more resilient, push-ups are ideal*
* Running backwards improves coordination and posture in a short time and can thus
also contribute to more self-confidence
* Running backwards trains the running motor skills and the calf muscles
* relieves joint and back pain*
* reduces bone density loss and thus the risk of osteoporosis*
* trains your sense of balance*
* moderates any cravings for chocolate*
* reduces depression and anxiety*
* reduces the risk of many types of cancer*
* boosts your metabolism and helps you lose weight Have fun along the Wunderlichen
Kunstpfad – Unity (WKU) Berlin Grunewald, develop values visibly independently – use
nature and convey the claim to the origin.

Photo: Mané Wunderlich Floor sculpture "5Wunderlich" Berlin Grunewald part of the WKU
Experience the Wonderful Art Trail – Unity, Berlin's highest sculpture garden HiGS,
Europe's largest graﬃti gallery and a unique view over the city of Berlin from the Radio
Tower to the TV Tower. Visit Berlin experience meaning through the senses. Come with or
like G go into the forest! Overview: http://manewunderlich.de/der-wunderliche-kunstpfad/
unity/

Enjoy the sunrise, the beginning of the day; of life. On average, each of us has 80 years to
nurture and cultivate reason against envy, resentment, greed, fear or just laziness to think,
the weeds that grow so quickly in hiGS. The world does not become a better place by
itself, through historical dialectics. We should take care of it ourselves. It must be
maintained. Otherwise, it will not be able to develop further. I have already started. The
interplay between reason and feeling in aesthetic perception, in the justified necessity of
the idea of progress and in the ethical decision not to be impressed by the idea of death,
the nature of reason becomes more precisely recognizable.
Enjoy the sunrise, the beginning of the day; of life. Autumn heralds the renewal.
We should live on as women and men, not as chimeras, or as hybrid beings between man
and machine. We should not become managers of our earth but remain a part of our
earth. Nature is not a hostile world. It must not be ideologised.
The natural sciences cannot be transformed into machines, interventions in the weather
and electromagnetic measures should be avoided. It fails, the boomerang is already
there. We live on the friendliest planet in the world, you can find a part here, art in the
HiGS, thoughts of the time. Create your new mindset, here in the suburb that we have
lost, seize this moment. Life and food have always existed, women and farmers. The
technology can no longer be overlooked. An open closet – "Where does this lead?"; take
a boat tour or climb "UnityBig" as a reminder a photo in the background the listening
station.

Photo: Mané Wunderlich, installation "Boat Tour 2021" –
Listening Station Berlin Listen to the birds and enjoy your time, please be careful with the
park; and more loving with each other. Be a free, self-confident, responsible self. Here you

can rediscover structures of human interaction; here is an island of the new age, for
everyone – with the reason of nature. A beautiful moment shines the whole life. Unity –
The diﬀerence that unites us.
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See you soon again at HiGS – teufelsberg berlin.
Sincerely, Mané

QR-CODE HiGS teufelsberg berlin

